
Introduction

How to get the best from

Focus Maths



Purpose

Focus Maths has been designed to support teachers with 

the delivery of the primary mathematics curriculum.

The materials within Focus Maths help teachers to plan and 

deliver mathematics teaching and learning in a way which 

is challenging and aligned with end of year curricular 

expectations.

Focus Maths breaks down the mathematics curriculum so 

that teachers can plan for units of work in a manageable 

way.

The structure for each year group is identical. The following 

pages outline the elements of each part of the publication. 



What this is and is not

Focus Maths has been structured in a way which is 

unambiguous for teachers to use. It is clear what it 

does and does not set out to achieve.

What it is What it is not

A guide to help teachers and leaders 

structure progressive learning in 

mathematics.

A breakdown of the mathematics 

curriculum.

An approach embedded in reaching 

end of year expectations and 

deepening mathematics learning. 

A structured approach to support 

teachers with planning exciting 

mathematics learning.

A prescriptive guide of how to teach 

mathematics.



Overview of the year

This page provides a suggested long term plan for mathematical constructs 
over the academic year. This plan is designed in a cyclical way with 
constructs being revisited throughout the year. 

Teachers will want to make decisions about whether this long term plan 
meets the needs of their class. 

Each term has been designed with 12 blocks. It is acknowledged that the 
actual school year is slightly longer and this allows teachers flexibility to revisit 
and extend teaching blocks as required. 



Overview for each half term

This page outlines the suggested content over a 
6-week period.

For each week of mathematics learning, the 
page outlines:

• The construct

• The end of year expectations

• The teaching sequence (learning steps) that 
lead to attaining the end of year expectation 

Construct

End of year 
expectation for 
this construct

Learning steps 
to attain the 
end of year 
expectation



Pre-learning task

For each construct a pre-learning task is provided.

The pre-learning task has been designed to help assess whether children are 
in a place to access learning aligned with the end of year expectations. 

These are not intended to be used with every child for every unit of work. 
Teachers should use based on professional judgement from ongoing 
teacher assessment. The pre-learning tasks can be especially useful when 
embarking on a new area of learning or with a child new to the class.



Practice and consolidation

The teaching ideas on this page are designed to support learning pitched against the 
end of year expectations. 

There may be pupils who can ‘leap frog’ this stage of learning as the teacher assesses 
they are already secure with the end of year expectation.  In every example, there are 
ideas for mental and oral rehearsal alongside concrete (pencil and paper) activities. 

At this stage of learning, pupils will be usually be being supported by the teacher and 
guided through the mathematics content in a scaffolded way. The removal of 
scaffolding will help teachers assess the level of independence when undertaking 
learning aligned with end of year expectations. 



Deepening understanding

The teaching ideas on this page take learning beyond evidence of 
attaining the end of year expectation into evidence of deeper 
understanding of the mathematical construct, giving particular 
attention to reasoning and thinking. 

The examples are not exhaustive but rather suggestions for teachers 
when probing deeper understanding. On the other hand it could be 
used as a formative assessment tool.



Working at greater depth

The ideas on this page are intended to support teachers in designing 
mathematical learning tasks which enable pupils to work at a ‘deeper’ level. 

Note that these are all designed to deepen understanding of the end of 
year expectation rather than move pupils on to learning from subsequent 
years.

A range of different kinds of activity are included throughout to provide 
variety and opportunity to assess learning in different ways. 



Pupil and teacher assessment

These pages are intended to be used by pupils and teachers to assess 
current learning against the end of year expectation. 

For each expectation, the learning steps are listed (bottom to top) in 
child appropriate language. 

These can usefully be used as a ‘before and after’ assessment to 
demonstrate progress. 



Planning v. Preparation

• One of the unique features of Focus Maths is that it potentially does the 
planning for the teacher, releasing them to focus on preparation.

• In this way more time and thought can be afforded to where the starting 
points are for pupils and ensuring differentiation is efficient and effective.

• Concepts like ‘pre-teaching’ and ‘pre-learning’ can be thought-through 
enabling intervention to be of maximum effectiveness.

• What you can be confident about is that Focus Maths provides you with 
comprehensive coverage of each National Curriculum year.

• It provides teachers with just enough guidance but leaves them very much in 
charge of the delivery.

• Formative assessment has been built in allowing teaching and assessment to 
have an even greater impact on day-to-day learning.

• Each school needs to decide whether each unit covers the planning that is 
required by senior leaders but school’s need to be aware of making planning 
efficient and not to get teachers to copy chunks of the units into a pre-
prepared school format when the unit as a whole could be adopted as the 
planning format. 


